Benefits of CGS
• Increased performance
• Improved fuel economy
• Improved sound
• Quiet inside, throaty
sound outside
• Factory fitment
• Stylish appearance
• Simple installation
• 50-state street legal
• Lifetime warranty

HPB// HIGH PERFORMANCE BREATHING

CGS Motorsports has been helping
automotive enthusiasts “BREATHE”
since 1995. We are committed to
offering the highest quality products at
competitive prices. For over a decade,
we have been adding sport to the
motors of thousands of trucks and
SUV’s creating extra horsepower and
better fuel economy.
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AIR INTAKES &
CAT-BACK EXHAUST

In addition to the exhaust system there
is more power to be gained. That's when
we developed an air intake line that truly
helps your engine breathe. Just like the
human body, a vehicle must inhale so
that it can exhale – Let it BREATHE.
By installing our systems you are allowing
your vehicle to use its full potential. Our
components are superior by design and
engineering, using the highest quality
materials, effective research and most
precise design.
Our products are unmatched for their
image as well as performance. We don’t
compromise on quality or craftsmanship
when creating your vehicles essential
performance products.
AUTHORIZED DEALER:

CGS Motorsports air intake and cat-back exhaust systems
together maximize the performance of your vehicle. Don’t just
reveal half of your vehicles potential when you could have it all.
By adding CGS’ complete line of aftermarket products you will
be doing just that. Together, our performance systems maximize
your engine’s breathing by fully enhancing the air intake and
exhaust flow, delivering the full capability of your vehicle. Each
system is tested, tried and guaranteed to increase horsepower
and torque. CGS recommends that you LET IT BREATHE.

CGSMOTORSPORTS
www.cgsmotorsports.com
TEL.909.444.5536 / FAX.909.444.9165
3227 Producer Way, Suite 134
Pomona, California 91768-3921
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CGSmotorsports.com
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COLD AIR
INTAKE SYSTEMS
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PERFORMANCE
CAT-BACK EXHAUST SYSTEMS
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CGS Intake Systems are engineered
specific to each application to ensure a
perfect fit. Our air intake systems aren’t
just ejected from a plastic mold; they are
handcrafted and sculptured
from steel, into virtually an art form.

EXHALE

INHALE
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CGS intakes give you the best of
both worlds, your not only gaining
horsepower, but you get better gas
mileage. Our systems add 1-2 miles
per gallon, as well as up to 18
horsepower. The tubing is CNC
mandrel bent and powder coated to
provide style and durability.

CGS is proud to introduce the first
hybrid cat-back exhaust,
guaranteed to outlast and outperform every
other aluminized cat-back system on the
market. CGS uses 100% all-welded
polished T-304 stainless
steel high-flow muffler, combined
with mandrel-bent aluminized
seamless tubing, and a polished
T-304 stainless steel
clampless tip.
The result: A great looking system with
powerful sound, performance increases
up to 30 horsepower, up to
30 ft-lb torque, and adds up
to 2 miles per gallon increase in
fuel efficiency.

CGS intakes offer superior filtration and
maximum air flow. CGS filters are
washable and reusable to give
you control of the air your engine breathes.

These top-of-the-line exhaust systems
offer easy bolt-on installation
and a complete replacement lifetime
warranty at an unbeatable price. CGS
performance products are 50-state
street legal.

These top-of-the-line intake systems
offer easy bolt-on installation
and a complete replacement lifetime
warranty at an unbeatable price. CGS
performance products are 50-state
street legal.
CHEVY | FORD | DODGE
CADILLAC | GMC | HUMMER | JEEP

CGSintakes.com

LINCOLN | NISSAN | TOYOTA | INFINITI

CGSexhaust.com

